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“...I know who I WAS
when I got up this
morning, but I think I must
have been changed several
times since then.”
Alice, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, Lewis Carroll
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I believe our cities, so used to structure and
consistency, are currently feeling the same
sense of radical and evolving change that
Alice experiences in her world of unknowns.
The COVID-19 pandemic we face is unequivocally affecting all aspects of
business and social life as we know it. While it can be a shock to our previous
ways of working and living, we see not just the challenges this change
presents, but the opportunities to shape a positive shared future. We’re seeing
a change in values in our cities and looking at how we can help manage, plan
and deliver new and improved outcomes.
While there are significant differences across cities, there are also startling
commonalities – opportunities for us to share experiences and embed change.
There will surely be shared changes in how and why we move around our
cities. We also need to consider how current opportunities can contribute to
positive climate change outcomes.
This paper explores some of those opportunities with insight from a network
of my colleagues across Australasia – informed ideas on how we bounce
forward and reach a new normal for our cities.

Tim Williams
Australasia Cities Leader, Arup
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“Gathering for work, study and
leisure – like birds – was done not
only by the feather, but by the flock.
And human city flocks needed
transit – mass transit – and lots of it.”
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What has changed?

To understand our changing
environment, we must look at the
baseline models of living we were
so familiar with.
Our cities were not perfect, nor the
way that we moved through them,
but until a few months ago they
were the product of decades of both
planned and organic development.
Where they sometimes lagged,
ultimately, they were a product of
our values and intrinsically linked
to our patterns, behaviours and
chosen lifestyles.
A pre-COVID-19 way of life
typically revolved around a routine
where, for many, life consisted of
a five/two day working pattern,
commuting from morning until
evening to places of earning,
learning or both. The morning and
evening travel peak was spreading
out further into the day, so there
was increasing and prolonged
congestion leading to demand for
public transport.

In recent years we saw changing
trends in commuting, with the rise
of the shared economy as well as
more flexibility in the workplace and
learning environments being driven
by digital innovation.
While some still fell under traditional
9-5 work patterns, other people’s
hours were changing and different
patterns in working, learning and
engaging were emerging.
Evenings and weekends were often
for socialising in small groups or en
mass. People would gather in private
and public, with certain parts of the
city made specially for communal
activity. Gathering for work, study
and leisure – like birds – was done
not only by the feather, but by the
flock. And human city flocks needed
transit – mass transit – and lots of it.
People of all ages and socioeconomic backgrounds moved
together to give value to the cities, to
earn money and share social contact
in a diurnal mass-migration. The
mass was driven by deep culture, the
need to communicate over tables and
– more than anything else – the need
to gather. In many cases, the value
of people was judged by their ability
to gather effectively and efficiently
together on time.
Places of earning and learning
required gathering times for business
and classes which set guidelines for
the size of buildings, campuses and
stimulating environments. These
mass gatherings set the planning
requirements for infrastructure
associated with moving people to
and from places where knowledge
could be obtained over tables, desks
and coffee.

Sports and cultural events relied on
gathering in numbers. People were
drawn to the atmosphere and human
interaction, to a sense of belonging
and a sense of place. Large masses
gathered to feel they were part of
something special.
We created cities that enabled these
connections, and our lives and our
cities changed in cohesion with each
other. We learnt to balance where we
lived with where we worked as well
as where we sought education and
leisure activities. We had patterns,
movements and social norms that
became so familiar.
We were starting to challenge some
of this with signs of some disruption
from the global movement towards
sustainable land use and urban
transport choices.
So, what has changed in
recent months?
Now, we have seen the COVID-19
pandemic accelerate trends in
flexibility with associated impacts
on mobility exacerbated. Where
people have been forced to work
from home, minimise commuting
and change behavioural patterns with
work, learning and social activities,
there has been a big swing toward
reduced travel and gathering, with
the exception of movement for health.
What we’ve seen is an immense
change in the way our cities function.
So, the question then becomes, what
will become the new normal in the
longer term future and what happens
between now and then?
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What are the ongoing
drivers of change?

In looking at scenarios for future planning of our cities, there are
several variables that will impact the supply and demand of transport.
How these will impact the short versus long term is undetermined.
It is difficult to predict what those future trends will be in peaks,
waves and usage.

Commercial / business drivers

Education drivers

supply
vs
demand

Impacts in traditional
commuter flow patterns
during weekdays
Short term impact
vs long term impact?

Social and behavioural drivers

Possible durations of effect
Variable

Impact level
on mobility

Lasting effect
on mobility

Working from home

High

Moderate

Restricted office usage / flexible working

High

Moderate

Moderate

Low

University / higher education facility closures / consolidation

High

Moderate

Public health transport measures

High

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Car commuting

High

Low

Active transport

High

Moderate

Tactical urbanism

High

Low

Cultural and sporting controls

High

Low

Food and beverage controls

High

Moderate

International travel restrictions

High

Low

Resiliency scenario planning

High

High

Industry imposed safeguards

Spot suburb / district quarantine measures
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The supply and demand of modes is very context driven and specific
to the structure of each city and/or region. There are also significant
considerations regarding improved social value and environmental impacts.
These are some of the drivers behind the supply and demand of different
modes of movement.
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What happens in between?

Once we have emerged from this
global pandemic, we know that life
as we knew it – at home, work and
in leisure – will be fundamentally
different in the short and medium
terms. Potentially, the most
significant change could be in the
long term.
We are experiencing first-hand
the short term impacts of rapid
change to the way that we work,
live and connect. Travel demand
in, out and around cities has been
impacted. The necessary lockdown
constraints imposed around people,
movement and place to slow viral
spread – social distancing, isolation,
limits to domestic travel, the closure
of international borders and the
suspension of mass gatherings in
schools, places of worship, public
parks and beaches – are having
large impacts on how we move in
our cities.

Apple and Google mobility
data, combined with TransPerth
Smartrider data reported a 83%
reduction in public transport travel
in April 2020 as compared with
the same period in 2019. Analysis
of Apple and Google data shows
traffic on the Perth road network
have dropped up to 60% during the
peak of lockdown. Meanwhile, The
Australian Financial Review reported
a surge in bicycle sales and bicycle
use – a positive and healthy trend
that has been seen across numerous
cities around the world.

Given these dramatic changes
in such a brief period, it could
be argued that the response to
COVID-19 has created the most
significant travel demand shift in our
lifetimes. Planners, policy makers,
traffic engineers and government
officials have often struggled with
flattening peak travel demand,
whether for holidays or during the
AM and PM commuting hours.

+60%

Driving		

-36%

Walking

-55%

Transit		

-70%

+40%
+20%
Baseline
-20%
-40%
-60%
-80%
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The desire to shift trips out of the
peaks into the shoulders and
off-peak periods has been
traditionally incentivised through
various means: pricing and road
charging for peak hour travel;
creation of high occupancy vehicle
lanes in some cities; penalties
levied on cities for contributing to
dangerous car emissions; discounts
to mass transit prices for travelling
outside the peaks; along with the
ability to work from home.

This raises vital questions

Whether we like it or not, the
pandemic response has created a
greater shift than all these previous
efforts combined.

– Can we leverage the reduced demand for travel to create more

– How can we sustain some of the positive impacts of reduced travel,
such as the clear skies over Los Angeles and New Delhi, cities
traditionally choked by associated smog and pollution?

– Can we promote the uptake of cycling, walking and active
transport as travel modes that can be safely distanced and contribute
to longer term health benefits?

– Will aspects of the social distancing and travel behaviours
we’re currently experiencing become habits? Do we even want them
to become habits?
healthy and sustainable cities?

– What happens in the time between now and a cure, a vaccine or
another more permanent reprieve from the pandemic? How do we
adjust how we work, play and move in a world where mass
gathering and mass movement is not possible?

– What do we want this future to look like?
– How can we capitalise on the populations’s different experience of
transport modes during lockdown to better optimise the transport
network across all modes whilst offering sustainable socially
distanced transport modes and less congested cities?
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What might our new
normal look like?
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In the short term, it may well be
that ‘mass’ disappears from transit
entirely, but what other trends
will we see emerge and how
might they impact our cities in the
long term?
If we base our predictions on current
trends, we will see the future of cities
and places hard linked to optionality
in the way we live our lives, affecting
how we interact, how we work and
how we travel. People are valuing the
flexibility, options and ease but are
longing for the social connections.
Modes of transport
Do we see a lasting return to the car
as a means of commute, or will this
be balanced by a combination of
active transport, working from home
and flexible working?

Car
If we look to countries that have
experienced epidemics and
pandemics previously, we see some
increase in personal commuting in
the initial stages of emergence and
then a shift back to a more traditional
transport mode choice – mitigated
by lasting controls in the workplace
and the public realm. However,
this is all dependent on a continued
management of the virus infection
curve. Without a vaccination or a
cure, car usage may increase in the
longer term.
Bus
Bus is a nimble public transport
option, with the ability to change
route when and as required. This
ability to change route and scale up
and down with relative ease provides
us with flexibility. However, this
flexibility may also be a pitfall, as

social distancing requirements will
likely reduce the overall capacity of
the bus system by 50%1. We need
to think about how children get to
school and key workers commute – if
we cut public transport provision,
we undermine accessibility for all
and in particular the more vulnerable
(low socio-economic households,
children and the elderly).
Active transport
The increase in demand and need
for active transport (walking and
cycling) is a clear trend globally.
While popular in some countries,
walking and cycling have been, for
the most part, the forgotten cousin in
the transport network across much of
Australasia, with exception in parts
of South East Asia.
Recent COVID-19 disruptions have
seen an unprecedented uptake of
active transport in most Australian
cities including Perth.

1 https://www.sydney.edu.au/news-opinion/news/2020/03/20/covid-19-risk-on-public-transport-whatwe-can-learn-from-overseas.html
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70-80%
increase
on bikeways

51%
increase in
pedestrian use

In Brisbane, bikeways have seen a
12-20% increase on weekdays and
a 70-80% patronage increase on
weekends since the pandemic began.
Pedestrian use has also increased
by 51% on weekdays and weekends,
with the most significant increases
on suburban pathways and footpaths.
Given the significant health and
environmental impacts of active
transport, now is the time for these
modes to gain investment for a few
fundamental reasons:
• People are at home more often –
so the need to be active is key to
physical and mental health
• Commuters can social distance
with ease – move over or change
sides of the street and you can be
in an open environment
• Small investment for big returns
Rail
We can see the impact on train
journeys in Perth Train Patronage
in April dropping from 5,194,000
to 720,000 from February to April.
New York City reduced subway
services by 25%, not out of choice
but as a result of transit workers
becoming sick and the inability to
run trains.
The resulting service reduction
led to more crowded trains on
the remaining services. Thus,
the reduction in services actually
eliminated people’s ability to socially
distance and raised the risk of the
disease spreading.

As the social distancing
requirements vary across
geographies, the exact impact on
rail and other transport modes’
capacities will vary. But for the
longer term, consider this example.
Current, rail lines using Transperth
B-series can carry approximately
15,000 passengers per hour in one
direction, but if we need social
distancing this could reduce its
capacity drastically. The trains in
Perth are not set up to maintain 1.5m
separation between passengers.
A seating pattern that would
facilitate this might mean that only
20-30% of the seats could be used
and there could be no standing. This
would reduce the capacity of the
trains to levels as low as 10-15%
of their previous peak capacity.
The capacity of platforms and
platform access (stairs, escalators,
and lifts) would be similarly reduced.
The demand side for rail is also a
big issue – how many city workers
will continue to work from home
on at least some days each week,
leading to a significant reduction in
peak commuters? Early indications
show that the Australian and
Singapore Governments will follow
international precedent and ‘turn
the tap down’ by restricting the
workplace numbers and enforcing
distancing, which will in turn control
those daily transport peaks.

Which raises the query: is the
driver for this the capacity of the
network under social distancing?
Or is it likely that the continuity of
lower peak capacity comes from
the demand end of the picture – and
that workspace controls will control
the flow?
Complex interactions at the
transport/work interfaces may
well smooth out crush and delay,
but the implications for so many
dependencies will require an
integrated systems approach
to understand the travel task
and associated management of
this carefully.
Freight
The impacts on freight will
vary greatly across countries,
however safety and efficiency are
common challenges. We recognise
the vital role freight movement
plays in our economy, the liveability
of cities, and its intrinsic links to
the wider mobility and transport
network. However, we believe the
complexity of the challenges and
opportunities for freight requires
a dedicated conversation. As such,
we chose for this thought leadership
piece to focus on the movement of
people only.
Given the critical nature of freight to
our economy, we must support and
encourage freight related demand.

2 https://infrastructuremagazine.com.au/2020
/04/15/rail-freight-crucial-during-covid-19/
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Is it a tale of human behaviour?

How do we travel alongside a virus
and will we trust public transport?
Will we be like people in cities such
as Hong Kong and, despite PPE
and hand sanitiser, suddenly avoid
not only the rush-hours, but avoid
mass transit altogether? And will
we come back to embrace a
routine in life that willingly excepts
crush-loading again?
As an example, Perth CBD only has
about 100,000 jobs but TransPerth
alone has been carrying over 450,000
passengers daily – with both of these
numbers crashing during social
distancing. What does this mean for
the wider transport network?
Human behaviour is certainly a key
driver in this broader picture and
community engagement will be
critical to establishing our new sense
of normal. However there are other
key influences which will help to
generate change if we leverage them
efficiently and quickly.
Digital and data
The need to understand and nudge
behaviour has never been more
important. To manage and plan we
need data – real-time data. From
Mobility as a service platforms
through to business management
of staff entry/exit, we need data to
manage social distancing in real-time
effectively. This is an ecosystem that
has the ability to plan a trip safely
from home to work, a friend’s house
or recreation. Data is the key to
unlocking how we can move safely
in the future.
14

Travel demand management
(TDM)
TDM is often used to manage the
peak demand for transport and
therefore offset/delay the need for
infrastructure investment. We have
the opportunity to use these tools
to manage travel density and public
health. In the short term, we can use
these tools to provide reassurance
that travel is safe on public transport
and to better manage peaks on the
existing road network.
Learning from behind the
global curve
What do these derivations mean
for transport, its frequency, pulse
capacity and economic viability?
If we learn from parts of China,
we see two early trends emerging,
despite a strong economic
bounce back.
1 We see that social distancing
to and in the workplace is the
driving factor.
Rather than government controls
on mass transit, it has been the
societal compliance and industryimposed safeguards that have
affected the demand profile and
volume of transit systems.
Rail and bus travel have been
heavily affected in that they are
never full, never half full and
rarely a quarter full.
2 In Australia and New Zealand in
particular, we also see, in the shortterm, a return to the car, as people
reach for the known and most
convenient way to avoid the virus
while travelling.

These early effects are not
necessarily there to stay.
The constraints on office usage are
temporary until a vaccine or a cure
is found, but in the meantime other
work methods have fast become
the norm for the present.
The new norm for two years could
be a lasting effect indeed. Many
thousands of young people will join
the professional workforce having
never been to an office on a 9 to 5
basis. Others will have started their
family lives with the joy of time with
the growing children.
We don’t know what these
complex arrangements of
human, emotive, cultural and
digital factors will mean – but, in
our current time of uncertainty,
change in volumes and profiles
of transit seem to be one
thing we can be assured of.
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This may mean that modern transit
systems will no longer be sized for
the biggest pulse on the pulse or peak
on the peak. They will likely need
half the capacity or less, but a more
consistent transport service, seven
days a week.
These are issues which all will be
watching with interest, as well as
the cap-ex/op-ex balance for those
systems in plan and the fare box/
maintenance balance for those in
operation. We can expect wholesale
change that will affect us throughout
the upcoming ‘emerge’ period and a
significant lasting change to come.
Our governments and transport
providers may have to adjust fast to
‘trickle travel’ and those that thrive
through this change will be those
that model the options, opportunities,
challenges and learn fastest from
those ahead of us.

Longer term?
Will the intermediate learnings point
firmly towards air travel and rail as
the higher risk modes of travel, and
will this have a lasting impression
on how we view a safe commute?
And with an increasing uptake of
work-from-home and increased
digital connectivity, will we see
an entirely different rush-hour? It
seems plausible that the pulse that
has driven our cities, morning and
evening, will succumb and that rushhour will be a symbol of the age of
human travel, which may be behind
us.
What does this mean for the
30-minute city, does it become the
3-minute city? Will our tolerance for
travel continue to reduce? How does
this impact where we choose to live
and could we see a shift to regional
and coastal living?
We have placed faith in business
as usual for some critical transport
decisions, all wrapped up in complex

business cases with assumptions
based on existing trends.
We need to pause, take a breath and
think about what this fundamentally
means for us as a society. What are
our adjusted assumptions, why would
we adjust, for how long, what
does this do to how we currently
measure success?
We may be able to break the daily
bond of CBD/centre to suburb and
allow a whole new city to emerge,
with trickles of movement, by
bicycle and foot, public and private
transport in a harmonious and well
spread curve.
The alternative may be to spring
back with a kind of city muscle
memory that seeks out the known
and accepted forever. However,
this seems unlikely and it is much
more probable that those trends
that were in play already – like
active transport, flexible hours
and healthy balanced living – will
stay accelerated by the shock of
COVID-19.
15

Which cities will thrive?

Those cities that thrive will be the ones that embrace the opportunity
to improve during the time of space and capacity in the wider transport
system, that embrace the opportunity to re-invent local and active
transport links through tactical movements right now, that celebrate
the digital age and flexible work-patterns to provide true wellbeing and
liveability in the long-run.
It has been seen before that times of disruption and uncertainty lead to
innovation. Recent examples include the rise of sharing economy services
– such as ride share deliveries and bike share – from the challenges of the
Global Financial Crisis. The cities that thrive may well be those that best
embrace and leverage the opportunities of transformative travel. Could we
see on-demand travel and mobility as a service become a new norm?
These will be the cities that can combine productivity with work-life balance
in a way that we have not seen before – only aspired to.
The challenges are, however, very real. Future success must better leverage
associated wider benefits such as air quality and land equity. Funding will
remain critical to the quality of our transport networks and the need for new
funding models will continue. The capital and operational costs assigned
to mass transit systems will remain under close inspection for years to
come, until we better understand the human response to this pandemic in
all its complexity and uncertainty.
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